
	

	

 
 
Founders 
 
 

Dr. Christopher Baumeister 
 

Chris is the Co-Founder and Managing Director at nello, and 
is the head of Product Development and Marketing. He got 
his doctoral degree from TUM and is therefore also known 
as “Dr. B”. Some people also call him the “Cookie Monster” as 
he eats so many cookies, but you wouldn’t know it. He is very 
keen on new technologies and loves to create things.  

 

 

Daniel F. Jahn 
 

Daniel is the Co-Founder and Managing Director at nello in 
charge of sales and financing at nello. He grew up in 
Pakistan, Egypt and Indonesia, and loves to live in big chaotic 
cities. Daniel is a scholar of the German National Academic 
Foundation, graduated with his Master’s from TUM and his 
MBA from INSEAD. He is into trail running and boasts a golf 
handicap of 9. 

 

 

Ermal Guni 
 

Ermal is the good looking Albanian IT guy, otherwise known 
as the Co-Founder and head of IT Backend at nello. Ermal is 
a Backend wizard, specialising in web and mobile 
applications and helping to build products based on what 
customers need. He speaks 5 languages and his meticulous 
implementation skills allow him to turn technology dreams 
into a reality. 



	

	

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Iurie Tap 
 

Iurie is the Co-Founder and head of Mobile Development at 
nello, developing mobile applications that users love for 
both iOS and Android platforms. Originally coming from 
Moldova, he lived and studied in Germany, Thailand and the 
US. He obtained his Master of Informatics from TUM, during 
which he spent 1 semester as a visiting scholar at Carnegie 
Mellon University, US. Iurie has been practicing martial arts 
and combat sports for most of his life, and even taught 
Muay Thai during his Bachelor’s degree. 

 

 

Timur Yigit 
 
Timur is the Co-Founder and Head of Hardware at nello. 
This Electronics R&D Engineer has lived with the 
bedouines in the desert in Egypt, spent a year in Australia 
working as a diving instructor and he’s worked in the 
German Aerospace Centre. Space, sea and sand, all within 
15 years. 

 
 
 

 


